
24st May, 2021
Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors,

The American School of Barcelona is proud to host its ninth annual Barcelona Model United
Nations Conference (BCNMUN). We would like to invite you to our conference which will be held on

25, 26,  and 27 of November 2021

Every year, delegates from around the world join us to debate pressing, current issues. Our hope
is that BCNMUN IX empowers delegates to become globalized citizens, to grow as individuals, and as
future world leaders.

This year's theme of our conference focuses on The Digital Revolution: Taking Action to
Promote a Better World Through Technology. It was during the mid 20th century that the world’s
dependency on the traditional industry shifted towards technology. We witness the benefits of the
information age through means ranging from increased shared knowledge and fast communication to
modern medicine, education and financial services. Productivity has skyrocketed. However, in a world in
which systems, societies and individuals have become, and are constantly more, digitally dependent, it is
crucial to guarantee safety along with responsible and fair conduct. This is why BCNMUN challenges all
attending delegates to discuss the Digital Revolution through this year’s committees: General Assembly,
Security Council,  Economic and  Social Council and Political Committee.

We are currently preparing both an in-person and a virtual conference, to make sure we can
guarantee engagement and a high debate level regardless of the circumstances relative to the Covid-19
pandemic. We would love to share with you the beautiful, diverse and dynamic city of Barcelona this fall.
However, what can happen in the next half year is unclear. We have all seen how our society can change
in such a short period of time! By September 25th, we will ultimately decide if the conference will be live
or virtual based upon the conditions and restrictions relative to Covid-19, and update all conference
participants. We have made sure that the payment schedule has been adjusted to this decision.

The registration fee and deposit for our conference is due on the 1st of July, 2021. Please, do
not hesitate to contact us through the “Contact Us” section on our website or by directly sending an email
to bcnmun@asbarcelona.com. Our website, https://www.bcnmun.com/, is available with more
information. The Registration Form is attached to the email, as well as on our website, under “Apply.” We
are confident that all participants will be able to improve their MUN skills and broaden their personal
horizons during BCNMUN 2021 pt 2.

Kind Regards,
Elisabet Van Meer
Secretary-General
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